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CATEGORY OF PAPER 

Specific action required:  Provides Assurance:  For Information:  

 

Board of Directors’ Meeting – 24/05/2019 

Report title: Patient Story 

Purpose of report: The purpose of the report is to provide the Board with a reflection of our service 
delivery through a patient experience or staff perspective, with a view to use 
these experiences to continually improve the services delivered 

Key issues: 
(key points of the paper, how this supports the 
achievement of the Trust’s corporate 
objectives, overview of risk implications, main 
risk details on page 2) 

This patient story is a complaint received following a delay in our Palliative Care 
transport for an end of life patient to be taken home. Following a 3 hour wait in a 
chair the patient was transferred back to a bed and after a further 2 hours the 
patient’s family made the decision to transport the patient home by taxi as the 
patient was afraid she’d die in hospital and her wish was to be at home 
surrounded by her family.   

The complainant was contacted by Andy Bell, Dispatch Manager, and further 
details of their experience, as a family, were shared. As a result of investigating 
this complaint Andy has put in place an action plan to improve communication 
between all parties involved in booking this transport so families and patients are 
kept informed. Andy is to liaise with our Macmillan Team to review how the 
service can be improved. 

In addition, Andy has also shared his experience of our end of life transport 
following the death of his father which shows the impact a good experience has 
on a patient’s family at a very sad and difficult time.  

The report provides assurances that NEAS has recognised the need for a 
review of the service provision and improved communication with other NHS 
services, internally within the dispatch function and also with families to improve 
the patient experience. 

Issue previously considered by: N/A 

Recommended actions: 
The board is asked to review this paper and take assurance from action plan 
implemented we are looking to continuously improve patient experience.  

Sponsor / approving director: Director of Quality and Safety  

Report author: Gillian Summers, Complaints Manager, Patient Experience Team 

Governance and assurance 

Link to Trust Priorities: 
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(Please explain how this paper supports 
the application of the Trust’s values in 
practice)  
 

The actions of the investigation officer demonstrated all the Trust values when 
managing the complaint quickly and ensuring we learn from a poor patient and 
family experience. 

Any relevant legal / statutory 
issues? 
(Such as relevant acts, regulations, national 
guidelines or constitutional issues to consider) 

N/A 

Equality analysis completed 

If this is not relevant please explain 
why: 

 

 

Yes No Not Relevant 

   

An equality analysis is a review of a policy, function or significant service 
change which establishes whether there is a positive or negative impact 
on particular social groups 

Key considerations Details 

Confirm whether any risks that 
have been identified have been 
recognized on a risk register and 
provide the reference number: 

Not applicable 

Please specify any Financial 
Implications 

Please explain whether there are 
any associated efficiency savings 
or increased productivity 
opportunities? 

Not applicable 

Are any additional resources 
required e.g. staff capacity? Not applicable 

Is there any current or expected 
impact on patient 
outcomes/experience/quality? 

Improved patient experience  

Specify whether appropriate 
clinical and/or stakeholder 
engagement has been undertaken: 

(stakeholders could include staff, other Trust 
departments, providers, CCGs, patients, 
carers or the general public) 

Patient story to be shared via Comms Team for publication in The Summary or 
PULSE  

Are there any aspects of this paper 
which need to be communicated to 
our stakeholders (internal or 
external)? 

(Please tick – if ‘yes’ then please complete all 
boxes. Please briefly specify the key points for 
communication and ensure the Comms team 
are informed via 
mailto:publicrelations@neas.nhs.uk) 

Yes No Positive Negative 

    

Proactive Reactive Internal External 

    

Bog to be shared vi 
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Board Meeting 
Patient Story 
24th May 2019 

 
 

Complaint: 

The complaint below was received from the daughter of the patient who, along with her father, was waiting with her 

mother for the Palliative Care transport to arrive to take her mother home from hospital. Please note the complainant 

name has been changed and location removed to maintain anonymity. 

When contacting the patient experience team, Mrs Red explained palliative care transport was booked to take her 

mother, who was end of life, home from hospital. However, they waited 5 hours, 3 of which her mother was in a chair. 

Both Mrs Red and her father were there and they were all very distressed by the wait as her mother just wanted to get 

home; her mother had to be moved back into bed. Mrs Red said the family were disgusted by the delay and made the 

decision to arrange a taxi so they could get her mother home; arrived home at 23:00. The nurses at the hospital 

stayed back with them and were all concerned her mother could pass away in hospital rather than be at home. Mrs 

Red said the ambulances were diverted and as per the NEAS website felt they should have been there in an hour.  

Timeline: 

17:16  Call received from hospital staff requesting Palliative transport within 1 hour 

17:18 Case prioritised as 1 hour urgent request 

17:43 Emergency ambulance assigned 

17:45  Emergency ambulance diverted to higher clinical priority callAS287 clear – Diverted to another call  

18:43 Call received from hospital enquiring as to expected time of arrival of transport (ETA call) 

20:59 Further ETA call received – patient very distressed, does not want to pass way in hospital 

21:56 Call received from nurse at hospital to cancel ambulance advising family have taken patient home 

 

We have a dedicated transport service for Palliative / End of Life patients that operates Monday to Friday; on the day in question 
the finish times of the three vehicles were 17:30, 18:00 and 19:00.  Due to the time the request was received it was to late to 
allocate the journey to the crew finishing at 17:30, the 18:00 crew were already transporting another palliative care patient 
home and the third crew were geographically too far away to respond (in south of NEAS area).  The case therefore had to wait 
for an ambulance from our core resource. The delay in assigning an ambulance from our core resource was due to the amount 
of emergency calls and urgent cases outstanding; cases were being assigned in priority and time order. In addition, pressure on 
the service was exacerbated by delays encountered at a hospital within the area with handover of patient care experienced 
between 15:00 and 20:52.  

 

The complaint was passed to Andy Bell, Dispatch Manager, to investigate and contact Mrs Red with his findings. Andy 

called Mrs Red within 5 days of receiving the complaint to discuss his findings and offer an apology to Mrs Red and 

her family. I have detailed below the record of conversation Andy provided: 

I apologised for the experience and stated I wasn’t going to make excuses for the experience but if she wished, I 

would go through the issues NEAS were facing on the night. Mrs Red did not want to hear what had caused the non-

attendance and stated from the outset she did not want apologies. Mrs Red wanted us to know how awful the 

experience was for her Mum, Dad and family and how ashamed and appalled she was of NEAS. Mrs Red made 

comment about the first class palliative care transport we aim to provide within an hour but we fell well short on the 

night her Mum and family needed us. I explained the duty times of the crews and she stated she knew all about this. 

She said that her Mum had been waiting since 0800 for the palliative care team and when the booking was made, 

they expected transport for Mum within an hour. Frustration, fear and the lack of communication added to the pain the 

family were already feeling. Mum was afraid she’d die in hospital and her wish was to be at home surrounded by her 

family.  Mum was getting more and more anxious about dying in hospital and the family felt helpless and could only 

reassure Mum that they would get her home.  

Mrs Red understood the emergency demand and how we dispatch but is appalled that we allowed such a delay to 

occur.  Mrs Red added that the hospital made numerous ETA calls and there was a real fear that their Mum would die 

in hospital and at one point, her Mum lost consciousness.  
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Her Mum was uncomfortable sitting and this was truly distressing for all. After nearly 5 hours of waiting, Mrs Red 

made the decision to get her Mum home in a taxi even though she was fitted with a syringe driver and was extremely 

weak.  This went against her better judgement but she was desperate to get mum home and carry out her wishes.  

The taxi got mum home but it wasn’t a comfortable journey and they were all very worried. 

I did advise that as a result of the investigation, I found that the delay had not been escalated to the Duty Manager. I 

explained there currently wasn’t a process for this other than calling back to check on a patient’s condition and offering 

an apology. I felt that as a service that is committed to improving the quality of care for palliative patients and because 

out of hours during surge demand, delays to these calls are likely, we need to ensure we are doing all we can and that 

we are communicating the situation to the hospital. Mrs Red agreed and said that the lack of communication was the 

biggest issue. She added that if we told the hospital at the time of booking what crews we had on or when they 

finished, they could pass this on to the family. It was the not knowing and the uncertainty that caused the most upset.  

I spoke with Mrs Red at length and she was understandably deeply upset by the events and she broke the news that 

her Mother had passed away the previous day at home. I offered my condolences but as Mrs Red stated at the 

beginning of our conversation, she doesn’t want apologies and she doesn’t want to know what happened on the night 

to cause the non-arrival.  Mrs Red would like to ensure that nobody else has to go through the same situation and for 

our organisation to learn from the incident. Mrs Red would like the staff and organisation to know how the family and 

patient felt at their time of need and how much more upsetting this has all become.  

Mrs Red wants our staff to know the hurt that this has caused and to be reassured that our control staff know that 

there’s a patient who is nearing the end of their life, a patient who is in pain and scared who wants to choose their final 

resting place and be supported and helped with that choice.  

An action plan has been put in place and is being shared with Mrs Red on how, as an organisation we will aim to 

improve the service.  

Andy’s experience: During the conversation with Mrs Red, I found myself thinking about my father who had recently 

passed away who’d had a very good experience with our end of life transport and how that made a huge difference to 

all of us. Going through this as a family is made so much easier when the good quality care is delivered at the right 

time; it gives you so much comfort and reassurance. I always put myself in the patient’s and family’s position in all 

aspects of my work and I’m not ashamed to admit, talking to Mrs Red brought tears to my eyes and a genuine feeling 

of empathy. I also wanted to react quickly to learn from this experience and ensure Mrs Red and her family felt 

reassured that we always listen, take responsibility and do something about it where we can. I met with our Palliative 

Care team soon after speaking to Mrs Red and we put together an achievable and measurable action plan which has 

been shared with Mrs Red. At the time of this being delivered to you, we’ll have had a steering group meeting and the 

actions will be well on their way to being implemented.  

*Name has been changed to protect the patient / complainant privacy 
 

 
Actions implemented by the Trust: 
 

 Dispatch to link in with NEAS specialist nurse to see how we can improve the service further and prevent any 
distress for patient and family.  

 

 More communication out to the hospitals regarding the times of the dedicated palliative care vehicles (completed -  
teams have been communicated to but there will be on-going refreshers) 

 

 A review of the Palliative Care duty times and if there’s anything we can do to improve out of hours provision  
 

 Formal palliative escalation process – dispatch to escalate to Duty Manager to help explore all options and 
someone to call the hospital to set expectations and give the hospital, patient and family a chance to decide 
whether the patient remains at hospital until morning 

 

 Call handlers to reiterate the duty times of the crews on receipt of a request if the case falls into late afternoon 
 

 Stronger communication with the hospitals – possibly from a call handling point reiterating vehicle duty times and 
setting expectations. (Draft script created and waiting final implementation after the steering group meeting).  

 

 Dispatch representation at the palliative Care Steering group (completed representation in place for next meeting 
May 2019).  
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 Sharing the Palliative Care mean response times with the dispatch teams to celebrate success and or strive for 
improvement  

 

 Palliative lead and deputy to engage with dispatch team, sharing feedback from families.  
 

 
Andy is working with Trust’s Macmillan Team to improve the patient experience and deliver the actions set out above. 
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